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On the Floor - by Stienie Greyling

Lòbia- A Collection from Carpet Edition
Design: Giulia Ferraris
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HDsurface coverings give a new spirit to an
18th century house near Milan
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Bathroom Projects Enhanced by Maison
Valentina’s Luxury Designs
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Century City Hotels The Perfect Balance Of
Work And Play For The Discerning Traveller
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SX112 enters the ADI Design Index 2021

with Husky handmade rugs and carpets

Husky handmade carpets
are crafted with utmost care,
attention to detail and strictest
quality control.

Custom made in 100% wool
in any size, shape, colour
and design, to complete
your interior.

Showroom: 9 Appel Rd. Kramerville, Sandton Tel: 011 444 3370

email: sales@husky.co.za
www.huskycarpets.com
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TRADE
WINDS

Caesarstone
Student Designer

A

s 
a self-proclaimed lover of all
things ‘unusual, interesting, and
whimsical’, Gideon Williams from
Nelson Mandela University is a deserving
winner of the 2020/21 Caesarstone Student
Designer Competition, as well as the Best
Presentation award. Gideon and his lecturer
will be flown to an international design fair
of his choice on an all-expenses paid trip
worth R100K.
This year’s brief was written by Juliet
Kavishe, Interior Architect and Director
of IID Professions, and is titled ‘Adaptive
Reuse of Site’. It’s based around the Collier
Jetty at the V&A Waterfront in Cape Town,
which is an existing site that’s open for a bid
to redesign.
The first-place prize for the 2020/21
Caesarstone Student Designer Competition
was awarded to Gideon Williams. He is a
student at Nelson Mandela University, and
his lecturers are Donald Flint and Barry
Bradley. The award for the best presentation
was also given to Gideon, who walked away
with a R7 500 cash prize.

A cash prize of R15 000 was awarded to the
second-place student, Andrew Proudman,
from Nelson Mandela University for his
project that boasted one of the strongest
presentations and answered the brief in an
excellent manner. His lecturers are Donald
Flint and Barry Bradley.
Third place was awarded to Iryna
Khanenko from Design Time School of
Interior Design, who received a R5 000 cash
prize. This magnificent entry was selected
by the judges because, if built, “it would be
a landmark in the city of Cape Town.” Her
lecturer is the multi-talented Anel Joubert.
“What we’ve seen from this year’s brief
and the entries we’ve received is that
a new braveness is being asked of the
designers of today, and they must think
more critically,” says Megan Noel (Head
of Marketing at Caesarstone). “The design
we need for our future is looking anything
but ordinary, and that’s what gets us
excited at Caesarstone because we’re
dw
never looking for ordinary design.”
www.caesarstone.co.za
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Svenmill Fabrics – 60 years of sustainability

Concor recognised
for excellence at
best projects again

H

C

oncor Construction has been
recognised for excellence at the
Construction World Best Projects
2021 Awards with two of its projects each
receiving an award.
While both projects entered are
quite different, the hallmark of quality
construction underpinned both. The
Radisson RED hotel in Rosebank,
Johannesburg
received
a
Highly
Commended in the AfriSam Innovation
Award for Sustainable Construction
category, while the 300 bed Covid-19
facility at the Jubilee Hospital site north
of Pretoria in Hammanskraal received
a Special Mention in the Building
Contractors category.
Situated in the vibrant Oxford Parks
mixed-use precinct in Rosebank, the
contemporary 222 room Radisson RED
hotel was designed to meet a minimum
5 Star Green Star Custom Hotel rating.
The base build spec was provided by
dhk Architects, while the interior design
spec was by Source IBA. Concor took the
project through to furniture, fitting and
equipment (FF&E) stage including beds,
chairs, television sets and the physical
backbone for Wi-Fi connectivity.
With its architecturally compact design
which incorporates functionality on an

The Concor team responsible for the Radisson RED hotel in Rosebank, Johannesburg
which received a Highly Commended in the
AfriSam Innovation Award for Sustainable
Construction at Construction World Best
Projects 2021.

Complete aerial view of southeast corner showcasing unitized glazed curtain wall with aluminium fin features, face brick facades and plant on the roof with screen wall completed.

optimised footprint, the hotel comprises
seven levels on top of a ground floor as
well as a roof level for plant and services.
It is a concrete structure based on
conventional and post-tensioned slabs
with grids to suit the room sizes.
Radisson RED is committed to
sustainable design and the hotels contains
numerous elements underpinning its
5 Star Green Star Custom Hotel rating.
This rating recognises that the building
demonstrates “South African excellence”
and is a step above the Best Practice level.
The fast-track construction on the
Jubilee Hospital project saw it being
handed over to the Gauteng Department
of Health just five months after work
began in November 2020. Selecting
alternative building technology enabled
Concor to speed up construction without

An aerial view of the completed 300
bed Jubilee Hospital.

compromising the standards demanded
by a world class medical facility.
Concor used a modular approach in its
construction plan, with units completed
and put into operation while others
were still being constructed. To suit this
rapid roll-out, it was crucial wet services
and ventilation systems were carefully
selected as all mechanical services had to
be commissioned on a standalone basis.
Concor demonstrated its commitment
to socio-economic development on both
projects with a focus on upskilling small
local business at the Radisson RED
project and employing more than 230
local unskilled and skilled individuals
from Hammanskraal at the Jubilee
dw
Hospital Project.
www.concor.co.za

aving been manufacturing
textiles since 1958, Svenmill
has a long history of sustainable
thinking. In 2012, our next step in
this journey was to measure our
carbon footprint. These interventions
of measurement and education have
changed our production and behavioural
mindsets irreversibly. The awareness of
waste, water consumption and use of
environmentally damaging chemistry
has left indelible marks for our business
and people who have adopted the same
practices in their home lives.
It is against this background and
out of concern for our communities,
environment, and children’s legacy, that
we are proud to announce the launch
of our latest collection – made from
certified 80% recycled rPET, reclaimed
from landfill and beaches mainly in South

Africa. All processing of the fibre from
bottle cleaning and ‘chipping’ through
to spinning, weaving and dyeing are
performed in South Africa.
We have worked hard to ensure that
this circular economy, upcycled product
range won’t cost you any more!
With availability from March 2022,
these upcycled fabrics have a sumptuous
handle, market leading colourfastness,
and abrasion resistance making them
suitable for use as contract fabrics in high
wear areas and demanding applications
including hospitality. The range uses a
slub yarn providing a textural effect in
both the 140cm upholstery fabric as well
as the 280cm wide curtaining fabric. We
also offer a digitally printable version,
adding to options you have to join the
circular economy.
We believe that taking care of the planet
should not come at an extra cost to your
pocket. Please ask your local retailer or
dw
favourite decorator for a quote.
www.svenmill.co.za
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MAKE 2022 YOUR YEAR TO SHINE
Slumberland is passionate about providing a luxurious sleep, in the most comfortable place in the world to those
who need it most. It’s that time of year to reflect on the past, and to focus on how to make the future even better.
After the year that 2020 and 2021 have been, we want you to go into 2022 feeling restored. Which is why
Slumberland have made sure that their beds do just that. We all need support as the year comes to a close and the
Reflexion bed range is here to do just that. With their rich history, Slumberland stand on the fact that they provide
advanced technology when it comes to you and a good night’s sleep.
With their wide range of six mattresses in this bed range, one thing all the beds have in common is that your
body and soul will feel restored when you wake up, but the two main things in common are luxury and advanced
technology. It’s so hard to focus on just a few features of these mattresses because we could go on all day about all
the benefits and features, but just to name a few:
First, we have ‘The Flexcare Layer’ (present in all mattresses), providing breathable fabric with antimicrobial
treatment which ensures a hygienic mattress surface. Who doesn’t love the safety of a clean mattress. Next, we have
‘The Flex and Cool System’ (present in all mattresses). This allows the air to flow freely through the mattress which
ensures a cool and dry sleep experience every night. What better way to end the day and start a new one.
On top of all this, we have ‘Core Layers’ (present in all mattresses) which provides a combination of compacted
Reflex Hi Density foams which allows for a consistent, long-lasting core. This layer serves as the base for the Reflex
layers of foam.
Furthermore, we have the ‘Memory Foam’ (exclusive to the Extra Plush mattress) which uses your body heat to soften
and mould to your shape, ensuring a comfortable nights sleep. One of our favourites is the ‘Reflex Gel Memory
Layer’ (exclusive to the Plush mattress), memory foam infused with gel cells. This relieves pressure points, and results
in a conforming and contouring sensation. This layer also creates a cooler sleeping surface and draws excess heat
away from your body.

TRUE BEAUTY COMES
FROM WITHIN.

Lastly, ‘Reflex Latex Responsive Layer’ (exclusive to the Medium mattress) is foam for a resilient, buoyant feel with
gentle comfort.
This is exactly why the Slumberland Reflexion bed range is the perfect embodiment of reflecting on where you’ve
been in the past, setting goals to move forward, and to really make sure that you shine in 2022 with a good night of
luxury sleep in the most comfortable place in the world.

On reﬂexion, the source of your
perfect sleep lies deep within the
bed, where springs, ﬁllings and
fabrics work in perfect harmony
to continuously adapt to your
unique body shape and your
ways of sleeping.
View our range via our website:
www.slumberland.co.za
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IID

Welcome to The Well Society

changed, the fundamentals remain the
same and the solutions are often simple.
Designing a new eco-system is essential
to success in both work and happiness
and the opportunities for your business
and self are in the change. We work on
prioritising nature and wellness as a
source of inspiration to drive innovation
and cultural change.
With
staggering
unemployment
around the world, many are turning to
entrepreneurship as their next career
move. Whether you are one of those
people or whether you are re-shaping
your business to do better and explore
more opportunities, now is the time, and
education and shared experiences are
essential.
The top four trends to consider in
business strategy currently are:
• Health
• Diversity inclusion
• Social activism
• Climate change

‘To be well is to be free and heal. To live well is to find the source of our
energy. To work well is to create ideas that benefit others.’ ~ Nikki Wilsworth

T

o work well, is to be well and live
well. It is a holistic and inextricably
connected experience that as a
society of people, business owners, users,
consumers, makers and doers, we can
collectively and collaboratively improve
the lives of others, reduce the impact on
the environment and build a sustainable
and ethical future.
It is a good time to change the
conversation and narrative and write
a new story of what being well, doing
well and feeling well means. As this is a
highly personal construct, it is important
to get the design right in how we think,
build, create and imagine our futures
collaboratively, from both our personal
experience, that impacts our working
lives, and that of others.

14
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We are currently in a global revolution,
with so many business people reevaluating their lives to conserve energy
and focus on where best to place their
interests and change. It is the new nature
of business and society and being and
doing what we know to be well. But what
does that mean to you? What does that
mean for your business?
Our philosophy is to live and work; to
learn and grow; to do better; feel well and
explore more of what we are passionate
about.
The Well Society is a well society.
Join us as we get the design right in
business and life, to better your work
and wellbeing in this new world order.
While the nature of business has certainly

What insights are you using to change
the way you do business or the way you
communicate? And to whom and how
are you using those insights to design
the desired experiences for your clients?
What changes are you making in your
own business to do it well and what are
your first priorities - from employee wellbeing to inclusion and environmentalsocial-governance?
The Well Society, the brainchild of
Nikki Wilsworth, offers workshops,
masterclasses, talks, business retreats and
consulting.
In 2021, she has facilitated Strategic
planning meetings for the IID and hosting
CPD accredited on-line workshops for
IID and SACAP members.
Ideal for business owners, executive
management, team leaders or start-ups,
we offer a design thinking approach to
business, brand and marketing strategy,
and take you through an active process
that will clarify your reason to exist,
question what can be changed and
consider where the opportunities may lie
in your business or design practice.
• Back to Business. A design thinking
approach to business basics. A reality
check on what exists and where the
opportunity lies for change.

• WTF - What is the Future of Business?
Positioning your business, knowing and
understanding key insights, trends and
behaviour as tools to strategise within
local and global context to design better
experiences and processes. We work in
collaboration with Why Five – Brand
Mapp on data driven insights and
wealth study for the local diaspora.
• Back to Why - Purpose Driven
Strategy. Strategic workshop sessions
for individuals, groups, companies or
teams to build meaningful, practical
solutions to business, brand and
marketing strategy. Knowing why you
are doing what you are doing, is key
to success, and offers a competitive
advantage to future fit your business, or
organisation, in this new world order.
• Work-Aways - Business Retreats. Rethink, re-imagine and re-design your
business and life to improve your work
and wellbeing for business owners
or teams. A guided four-day retreat
to re-set and strategise for success. A
collaborative approach and critical
thinking process to rewrite a new
story, while taking some time out in
the perfect environment to re-calibrate.
Hosted in Plettenberg Bay and tailored
to suit needs, interests and activities of
individuals and groups.

“Good business sense is creative, fun
and opportunistic. Good business
sense improves the individual,
the organisation and the wider
community and environment. The
daunting challenge of becoming
a business of the future is rather
becoming an exciting opportunity…”
- Nature of Business

Nikki Wilsworth
Since 2001, Nikki has designed
experiences for people, companies and
organisations. Through diverse points
of engagement, content, context and
immersions, she curates the ultimate
experience while preserving integrity in
the product and subject. Nikki’s strengths
lie in understanding the business
fundamentals, strategy, marketing and
creative process when designing and
integrating the customer, client, consumer
or user experience, while optimising
the most effective design solution for
the bottom line, without compromising
quality. As a force for good, she has
big picture thinking with practical and
dw
rational application.
www.thewellsociety.org
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KSA

KSA update

Easylife Kitchens – George, The Cabinet
Company, Jamson Stone, South Coast
Granite, The Stone Co., Granite Studio.
CT:
Andy De Klerk Cabinet Works, Core
Interiors, Easylife Kitchens: City Bowl /
Tygervalley / Hermanus /Management
/ Paarl / Somerset West / Stellenbosch
/ Table View / Tokai, Franco & Son
Woodwork Cc
Gardner
Interior
Concepts, J.f Joos Skrynwerkers cc,
Kitchen Studio, Nexus Interiors, Quantum
Leap Designs, Spotlight Joinery, Tosca
Kitchens, Top Living, Granite Projects,
Sangengalo, Continua, Infin8 Surfacing,
World Of Marble & Granite.

It was a special treat to be able to
bring in the last month of the year by
celebrating those KSA members who
have excelled in customer service, quality
product, investment in their business and
investment in the industry.
Sadly, we were unable to do our annual
awards in person again this year so the
KSA team got busy delivering them and
collecting images of all our recipients to
share digitally. It was wonderful to see
how enthusiastic the members were to be
acknowledged.
Our supplier awards are voted for by
our kitchen members. They acknowledge
those supplier members who have gone
above and beyond in their service to
their customers and who delivery a good
supply of quality product. This year the
recipients were:
Gauteng: Seno SA and Blum SA – Gold
award, Boardmart – Silver award and
Upper Edge Products – Bronze award.
KZN/EC: Blum SA and Gelmar – Gold
award, Fit, Interslab, ProQuartz and
National Edging - Silver Award. Upper
Edge Products, Smeg, Franke, Jamson
Stone and Niemann SA – Bronze award

Member participation awards are
giving to members that make the most
of their KSA membership by utilising
all opportunities and platforms made
available to them by the KSA in 2021.
This year we were proud to acknowledge:
Boardmart, Interior Fusion, Sonae
Arauco, Surface Studio and Roco fittings.
It is very rewarding to see members
utilising our resources to their full
potential and engaging in our events and
networking opportunities to the full as
well.
Our meritorious service award is given
to individuals from within the KSA
community who have gone above and
beyond in service to the KSA and the

CT: Grass – Gold award, Loubser
Wood Components – Silver award, Blum
SA – Bronze award.
Our kitchen and fabricating members
are acknowledged with service awards if
they have had no disputes leading to site
inspections during the period JanuaryDecember 2020. The following members
were acknowledged:
Gauteng:
Blu Line, Cupboard Craft, Cupboard
Value Pretoria, Diva Cucine, Easylife
Kitchens: Alberton / Boksburg /
Centurion / Edenvale / Faerie Glen /
Greenstone / Illovo / Kyalami / Little Falls
/ Mbombela / Morningside / Management
/Northriding / Polokwane/ Randburg /
Vanderbijlpark / Waterkloof / Zambezi,
Eazy Way Kitchens & Board, Fineline
Solutions, Fit Out Kitchens, Ktb Kitchens,
Leroy Merlin: Boksburg / Greenstone/
Little Falls, Linear Concepts, Martin
Meyer Kitchens, Okelo Kitchens, Optima
Kitchens, Palmin Kitchens, Proreno (Pty)
Ltd, Sariga Designer Kitchens, Simons
Kitchens, Sterlings Cucine: Fourways
/ Faerie Glen, The Kitchen Studio:
Randburg / Midrand / Fourways, Totem

Martin Meyer Kitchens

Kitchens, Prostone, Stone Art.
KZN/EC:
Amazing Interiors, Cupboard Value:
Head Office / Amanzimtoti/ Hillcrest /
Manaba /Morningside, Expert Kitchens
& Interiors, Kitchen Flair, Macsharp
Timbers, Southern Kitchens & Southern
Kitchens Ballito, The Kitchen Studio:
Hillcrest / Umhlanga, Cozi Home,

industry as a whole. This year we were
proud to thank and acknowledge Philippe
Brooks of Totem Kitchens - for his service
to the Gauteng and National Committees
and his ongoing willingness to assist KSA
Gauteng with site inspections, advice
and guidance. Tertia de Wet of ELK
Management CT - for her long-term
service and contribution to the KSA CT
and National Executive Committees.
Rudi Marais of Boardmart - for his
support of and assistance to new KSA
Gauteng regional representative Amy
Sharman and his work with the successful
Gauteng golf day and industry showcase
Some of our kitchen members have
gone a full five-year period without
ever having a dispute leading to a site
inspection logged against them. This
is a fantastic achievement. Well done
to the following members: blu_line,
Cupboard Craft, Diva Cucine, Eazyway
Cupboards and Boards, Easylife Kitchens
–
Alberton/Boksburg/Centurion/
Illovo/Northiriding/Waterkloof/Fairie
Glen, Optima Kitchens, martin Meyer
Kitchens, Simons Kitchens, ProReno,
Palmin, Sariga Designer Kitchens, Exotic
Kitchens, Amazing Interiors, Built in
Cupboard Centre, Expert Kitchens
& Interiors, Cupboad Value – Cato
Ridge/Amanzimtoti/Manaba, Southern
Kitchens and Southern Kitchens Ballito,
Kitchen Studio Umhlanage and Hillcrest.
Cabinet Works, Easylife Kitchens: City
Bowl/ management CT/Somerset West/
Tokai/Stellenbosch,
Franco
&Son,
Quantum leap Designs, Spotlight Joinery
and Top Living.
The following members celebrated ten
years of KSA membership: In Gauteng:
Articad, Maxima Software, Interslab,

Martin Meyer kitchens. In KZN/EC:
Smeg. In CT: Spotlight Joinery and
National Edging. Fantastically we also
had members celebrating twenty years
of membership. Congrats to Fineline
Solutions and Sterlings JHB.
Finally, we always make an effort to
thank and celebrate companies outside
of the KSA who work with us closely
for the benefit of our members and the
betterment of the industry. This year we
were proud to acknowledge: SAFI, IID,
Decorex, Designing Ways and Interior
Placements.
Our congratulations and thanks go
to all those who received awards. We
appreciate that our last ‘event ‘of 2021
was to acknowledge and celebrate and
facilitated ending on a high note.
• The KSA offices will be closed over the
holiday period as follows:
• KSA JHB: from 22 December – 10
January
• KSA KZN/EC: from 16 December – 17
January
• KZN CT: from 22 December – 14
January
• KSA accounts: from 16 December – 10
January
dw

We wish you all the very
best for the holiday season and look forward to a
fresh and positive start to
2022.
www.ksa.co.za

Sterlings
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The Abyss dining
table, 2021

L

ondon

based Design Studio Duffy
London releases the Abyss Dining
Table, a new limited-edition piece
for Autumn 2021.
A new addition to the highly sought
after Abyss collection – in 2019 a piece
was acquired by the Musée des Arts
Décoratifs in Paris to go on permanent
display as part of the National Collection
- Abyss Dining continues designer Chris

Chris Duffy
When assembled into a table, the
intricate layering of glass and wood
materials combines to create a threedimensional viewing canvas; the yellowtinted wood reacts with the layers of blue
glass to produce an array of luxurious
colours - a vivid depiction of the seabed,
offering a glimpse into the thrilling depths
from the comfort of the dining room.

Duffy’s explorations of the concept of
depth and depth perception, with a
mesmerising new depiction of the Earth’s
seabed, played out in vivid turquoise
colours and grounded in a resplendent
mirror polished stainless steel or matte
black finish.
“I was simply trying to represent
depth…the way the colour of the iceberg
against the water darkens”

Limited to just 11 editions, the Abyss
Dining is raised to dining or boardroom
level at 75cm high on matte black or
mirror polished stainless steel plinths, and
is offered fully bespoke to meet individual
seating requirements.
Every piece is handmade at the Duffy
London studio in Victoria Dock, East
London, using eco-friendly materials
from controlled sources and wood from

Forestry Stewardship Council managed
forests.
The Abyss Dining Table 2021 is limited
to 11 editions and available now with
worldwide shipping offered. Bespoke
dw
pieces are available on request.
www.duffylondon.com/collections/
furniture/tables/abyss-diningtable-2021/

dw
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COMMERCIAL
INTERIOR

“Terrazza Aperol”
opens in Venice

T

errazza Aperol open its doors in
Venice, launched by the iconic
Campari Group’s Aperol brand.
Measuring over 200 sq m (90 of which are
outdoors), the restaurant bar is housed in
the spaces of an historic Venetian palace in
Campo Santo Stefano, just a short distance
from the Accademia Bridge. Designed
by the Italian studio Vudafieri-Saverino
Partners, the interior combines Venetian
values and the brand’s distinctive style,
capturing all at once Aperol’s century-long
heritage and the contemporary spirit of the
Aperol Spritz.
Aperol, an aperitivo that celebrated its
100-year anniversary in 2019, has become
an international social phenomenon.
Originating from the narrow backstreets of
Venice, the iconic Aperol Spritz has become
a global ritual, an essential moment that
brings people together spontaneously.
Aiming to establish itself as a major
focal point for the entire city, Terrazza
Aperol revisits Venice’s traditional bacaro
- the typical Venetian bar - adding a

cosmopolitan vibe, in a fluid continuity
between different indoor and outdoor
settings. The restaurant bar is a fusion
rooted in true Venetian tradition that seeks
to become a big name on the city’s social
scene.
The design concept
Tiziano Vudafieri and Claudio
Saverino have designed a space that
combines Venetian roots with a vibrant

cosmopolitan feel, giving shape to a
place that acts as a point of contact
between past and present, traditional and
contemporary.
For the interiors, traditional elements
have been reinterpreted to bring the
space into the 21st century. Venetian
mirrors become digital monitors for
sharing photos with other Aperol bars
around the world. Hand-crafted stucco
and wood flooring reclaimed from

Venetian “bricole” (navigation poles from
the lagoon) are combined with pops of
orange. There is a mid-20th-centuryinspired bar with 3D-produced recycled
polycarbonate panels, and benches with
classical forms are paired with neutral
fabrics and contemporary style.
In celebration of Aperol’s iconic colour,
the restaurant bar features plenty of
orange details, from the edging of the
seating and the orange bathroom to the
shelves and mirrors. This orange “fil
rouge” flows through the different spaces
and gives a truly distinctive touch.
Terrazza Aperol is a fluid, interactive
and dynamic space with two areas within
that join together but have their own
separate entrances:
•
the “Bacaro” bar, a traditional space
offering an authentic Venetian
aperitivo
•
the restaurant area, with an extensive
menu of food and drinks that makes
it the perfect destination at any
moment, whether it’s coffee time or
late evening.
Both spaces blend seamlessly with the
large 90-square-metre outdoor terrace
that looks out onto Campo Santo Stefano.
The different types of spaces here reflect
different ways of being together: from the
informal outdoor Bacaro bar to the more
comfortable restaurant area with table
service.
The Aperol “bacaro” bar
This intimate yet dynamic and
convivial space is characterised by a
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traditional Venetian wood ceiling with
exposed beams, called the Sansovina
ceiling. The atmosphere evokes that of the
city’s traditional local bars. For this area
of Terrazza Aperol, Vudafieri-Saverino
Partners have designed a particular
seat ad hoc: a long micro bench leaning
against the wall with small integrated
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folding tables that help create an informal
and lively use. The digital mirrors are
particularly distinctive and their shape
evokes traditional Venetian ones. These
virtual touch points are connected in real
time with other Aperol bars around the
world, creating digital points of contact
between cities and different countries. The

Bacaro bar offers an informal Venetian
menu at all times of the day, with Aperol
Spritz and “cicchetti”, traditional Venetian
finger food.
The restaurant area
The central feature of the space is the
large serving bar with its distinctive
3D-produced recycled polycarbonate
panels (back-lit in Aperol orange) and
warm white corian top. The shape of the
bar and the ribbed fronts are a nod to
20th-century Italian tradition yet once
again this is brought into the 21st century
through the use of recycled materials and
3D printing. On the wall behind the bar
there is an impressive floor-to-ceiling
display of bottles with antique mirror
backdrop, orange-edged shelving, as well
as recesses for magnums and dynamic
spotlighting. Led strip lighting illuminates
the space and reminds us of the lines of
the exposed beams in the period ceiling
nearby, here designed only by the light,
with stunning bespoke-design pendant
lamps crafted from Murano glass.
The restaurant area has different types of
tables and seats, from casual benches and
stools to bistro-style tables and chairs for

a more relaxed dining experience. All the
seats have been made to a bespoke design
or as part of a series with special Terrazza
Aperol finishes and fabrics. Aperol orange
is a feature of other elements too: from
the contours of the glass shelving to the
lighting and even the bubble mirrors,
which pop up throughout the space and
evoke the fizz of the cocktails.

outdoors are the main characteristics of
the Terrazza as seen from the front.
Materials and lighting design
The space takes its inspiration from
Venice’s traditional social scene, such as
its coffee shops and its historic palazzi,
with materials and processing techniques

reinterpreted to create a contemporary
feel.
The oak flooring is made from
reclaimed “bricole” navigation poles;
grey Venetian stucco - that brings to
mind the colours and atmosphere of the
lagoon waters - and features beautiful
Murano glass mosaic tiles in distinctive

Outdoors at the terrazza
The outdoor space blends seamlessly
with the indoors through large glass
windows and has two distinct areas that
represent different ways of enjoying
the Aperol world. The exterior of the
Bacaro bar features tall tables, perfect for
enjoying an aperitivo while standing, and
a welcoming and versatile lounge area
with custom-made seating for evenings
of conviviality. The external area of the
restaurant meanwhile has traditional
bistro-style tables and director’s chairs
and is an elegant and comfortable space
where guests can enjoy food and drink
brought to their table.
Transparency, openness and a strong
connection between indoors and
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The space is lit with a combination of
soft lighting and concentrated spots of
light. Tables, merchandising and counters
are highlighted with ceiling spotlights and
led strip lighting. The result is a warm,
welcoming atmosphere, with iconic
Murano glass chandeliers that add to this
extraordinary setting.

Aperol orange. The traditional exposedbeam ceiling with decorated joints (called
“Sansovina ceiling”) has been restored
and illuminated and a contemporary
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reference is made to this in the main
room through lines of led lighting. The
contours of the mirrors recall those found
in Venetian coffee shops of days gone by.

On The Floor

An iconic food concept
Special attention has been paid to the
food concept. Ranging from breakfast
to after-dinner, it has been created
specifically for Terrazza Aperol by
Alessandro Negrini and Fabio Pisani
(chefs of the Michelin-starred restaurant
“Il Luogo di Aimo e Nadia” in Milan).
They have designed a menu based on
the Venetian tradition, with excellent
Italian ingredients and modulated on
seasonality, with uncomplicated and
informal suggestions.
Terrazza Aperol will also host the
first Aperol merchandising line, entirely
“Made in Veneto” and inspired to
celebrate moments of conviviality and
dw
togetherness.
www.vudafierisaverino.it
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On the Floor
by Stienie Greyling
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T

he big focus in flooring this year
and beyond is on ease and ethics.
When it comes to flooring, most
people want something that is stylish and
practical, not something that is too trendy
and may fade out in a few years.
Flooring is the foundation of home
décor and no homeowner wants to have
to replace it every few years,
Hardwood continues to grow and is the
preferred surface in most rooms.
In fact, many homeowners are
converting their kitchen floors to
hardwood floors.
As further evidence of the trend and
preference toward hardwood flooring, it
is extremely interesting that now there are
more and more alternative products that
mimic the look of hardwood flooring.
The two biggest areas are tile planks that
look like hardwood, and Engineered Vinyl
Planks that look and feel like hardwood.
Both these products are waterproof and
they are often used in areas that may
have water or moisture (e.g. kitchens,
bathrooms, basements).
Cool colours are in and warm colours are
out. This seems to be true for flooring and
paint colours. Cool colour tones include
greys, blues and greens and warm colour
tones include yellow, oranges and reds.
Area rugs are on the rise. As the
preference for hardwood and other hard
surfaces rises, the demand for rugs also

grows. Area rugs add design flair and
often colour to a room. They are often
the centre piece for a room. The most
popular colours are grey, followed by navy
as the base colour. And often many like to
decorate with a bright colour. One of the
great things about area rugs is that they
can always be replaced with new ones.
Because “green” or eco-friendly
flooring is so big right now, almost
all carpeting is now being made from
recycled materials, at least in part. Cork
and linoleum are certainly good options
for some situations, especially if going
green is a priority, or if someone in the
house has allergies or asthma.
Wall-to-wall carpet is a classic for flooring
and nothing beats the plush comfort of
carpet. High pile carpets are coming back
into style as more people choose warmth
and comfort for their homes.
Carpet runners and carpet tiles are
not usually a homeowner’s first choice
for main living areas. Some people,
especially those in cooler climates, prefer
carpet for the bedrooms and family
rooms. The two areas where carpeting is
in high demand are area rugs and carpet
runners for the steps. Carpet runners
have become an important statement and
also an important safety precaution.
The Farmhouse style trend is growing
and blossoming. For the floors, it has
been more about a rustic and distressed

look with wider planks and often
reclaimed wood. Now, it has evolved to
softer and more subtle colour palettes for
floors and walls.
As technology advances, vinyl flooring
gets closer and closer to the look of natural
wood and stone. Decorative patterns are
gaining in popularity as well. Even better,
all this beauty comes with no extra work.
Vinyl floors involve less upkeep and
maintenance and are easy to clean.
Laminate is one of the more popular
wood-look options for busy residential
and commercial spaces.
Laminate
flooring is attractive, easy to maintain and
durable with its multi-layer design, all at a
lower price point compared to hardwood
floors. The light, airy colours of blonde
and honey laminate will make a space feel
larger and more open.
Now that people are adding more
texture and visual intrigue to the walls, it
is even more important to keep the floors
in the main living areas simpler for better
balance. Hence, the more neutral colours
and reduced texture on the floors.
For smaller rooms, such as bathrooms,
black and white tiles and mosaics are
making a comeback. Tile flooring is
famous for its classic look, versatility and
practically indestructible composition.
Because glazed tile is naturally waterproof,
it is the only flooring option that can be
dw
used anywhere.
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Lòbia
A Collection from
Carpet Edition
Design: Giulia Ferraris

W

ith her collection Lòbia,
produced by Carpet Edition,
Giulia Ferraris depicts the
magic of the light at dawn and dusk and
how the sunlight dances on Mediterranean
building facades, transforming the
architecture.
Four rugs - Terra, Polvere, Radice,
and Marmo - pay homage and evoke
respectively dawn, midday, sunset
and nightfall. It is as if they are each a
magnificent post card, telling a story
through shape, form and color, managing
to transmit the effect of the light on the
buildings in each of these four moments
of the day.
The horizon line of an urban landscape
is transported to these rugs in a play on
curves, lines and perspectives that define
the designs and contours. Add to the
artisanal hand tufting the workmanship
and carving of the velvet and bouclè,
which together give the pile different
heights and textures, amplifying the

‘architectural concept’ of the collection and making the tactile
experience three dimensional.
Every color, nuance or shade is actually a faithful representation
of the light that washes the facades, changing their anatomy and
appearance. The soft and bright color palette of Terra is inspired
by Dawn and the moment the sun rises while the clear and crisp
colors of Polvere recall the bright midday sun. The warm and
dark tones of Radice evoke the colors of the sunest while the
blue nuances of Marmo recall the light which wraps the city at
nightfall.
Each Lòbia rug is produced with different percentages of Tencel,
Linen and New Zealand wool; natural fibers with extraordinary
characteristics that conform to the Green spirit of the company.
Carpet Edition preserves ancient craftsmanship, chooses raw
material of the highest quality with a low environmental impact,
and won’t compromise on design, as demonstrated in this
dw
collaboration with Designer Giulia Ferraris.
www.carpetedition.com/en/
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HDsurface coverings give a new spirit to an
18th century house near Milan

T

he innovative collections of
HDsurface were chosen to
renovate the spaces of an
apartment in an 18th century Neoclassical
villa not far from Milan.
The over two hundred and fifty square
metre interior is divided into four
levels, where minimalist materials meet
wall coverings, boiserie and designer
furnishings. Combining modernity and
history in perfect harmony, the project by
the MMAProjects architectural studio has
given the apartment a new spirit and an
elegant, lively style.
The HDsurface collections were used
to cover the vertical and horizontal
surfaces of the apartment in a variety of
colours: the staircase in the centre of the
home, covered in PerfectCombination,
chromatically marks the passage from one
level to another, dictating the shades used
for the flooring on each floor, from light
grey in the living area to total white in the
master bedroom, to dark grey on the attic
floor and in the basement.
PerfectCombination
was
chosen
to cover the floors on the ground
floor in the light grey colour, which
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enhances the room with its cloudy
effect, characterised by a pleasant play
of chiaroscuro. Made of coloured waterbased mortar, PerfectCombination is
an extremely versatile product which
combines the naturalness and spontaneity
of cement with the durability, elasticity
and impermeability of resin, making
it suitable for all kinds of applications,
from floors and walls, to bathrooms for
bathtubs and showers.
A total white look dominates the
surfaces of the master bedroom and the
bathroom on the first floor: a combination
of PerfectCombination and CoverHD in
white creates a uniform texture with a
compact effect that covers the floors and
the interior walls of the shower. CoverHD
is a nano resin able to coat surfaces of all
kinds, from wood by way of metal through
to natural and synthetic materials, while
always respecting their natural qualities.
It is a product with an elegant matt effect
that provides a tactile and visual appeal
that makes any space stand out.
PerfectCombination is again the star of
the attic floor, in dark grey for the floor,
and white for the wall-mounted desk top.

The bedroom floor continues into the
bathroom, characterised by a dynamic
play of colour cuts, in which blue, blue
jeans, dark and light grey segments
create a unique decoration that covers
the floor, the interior of the shower and
the wall in front, created by combining
PerfectCombination and CoverHD.
This new project fully shows the wide
uses of HDsurface products, and their
ability to respond to different design
needs while giving character to any
environment.
Project information:
•
Private apartment
•
Milan
•
2020
•
Interior Designer: MMAProjects
•
Products used: Perfect Combination
and CoverHD on floor and shower
walls
Perfect Combination
Synergising cement and resin,
Perfect Combination is a water-based
coloured mortar covering emblematic of
HDsurface’s unique ability to expand the
potentials of continuous surfaces, making
them a constantly evolving field in both
looks and technologies.
A decorative system that combines the
naturalness and spontaneity of cement

with the durability, elasticity and waterresistance of resin, enabling the utmost
design versatility.
In fact, Perfect Combination is ideal
both in the home as a floor and wall
covering and for application in bathrooms
for bathtubs and showers, and in large
public spaces with heavy pedestrian
traffic, such as hospitality industry
interiors.
A surface with a mottled effect
and a hand-crafted “feel”, featuring
ever-changing chiaroscuro interplays
that evoke all the tactile intensity of
cement, but with a minimal style, for
interior designs in a sophisticated and
contemporary language.
CoverHD
Matter and colour meet to give us the
eclectic offering of HDsurface, conceived
to design spaces that are not only in
harmony with the customer’s personality
but that can evolve with it.
CoverHD is an opaque nano resin
able to coat any surface, transforming its
appearance. It can be applied on wood,
metal, plastic, concrete, ceramics, fabric
and natural and synthetic materials. It
caresses them, conserving and enhancing
their qualities and their natural vibrancy.
It is a dynamic product that gives
surfaces a unique tactile and visual beauty
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thanks to a matt effect that enhances
every material.
Offered in a vast assortment of colours
(111 variants), CoverHD enables the
most widely varying creative potentials,
combining attractively with all the
mortars in the HDsurface collection.
Unique of its kind, Cover HD goes
beyond the boundaries of resin, expanding
its potentials. With the thinness of its
coat, it renews every surface with an
elegant, delicate touch, enabling every
project to be customised with decorations
or patterns.
Easy to apply, it creates visual continuity
between different materials, covering not
only walls and floors but also furniture,
doors and windows, or renewing existing
resins.
Versatile and with outstanding
technical performances, CoverHD is ideal
not only for interiors, from bathrooms to
kitchens, but also for outdoor use.
Sustainable and with low environmental
impact, it protects the health of those who
dw
apply it, or live with it day by day.
www.hdsurface.it
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Hospitality
by Stienie Greyling

H

ospitality is one of the most
important components of the
wider service industry, catering
for customers who require overnight
accommodation. It is closely associated
with the travel and hospitality industry,
although there are notable difference in
scope.
The difference between the hotel
industry the hospitality industry:
One common area of confusion relates
to the difference between the hotel
industry and the hospitality industry, with
many people mistakenly believing the two
terms refer to the same thing. However,
while there is a crossover, the difference
is broader in scope and includes multiple
different sectors.
The hotel industry is solely
concerned with the provision of guest
accommodation and related services.
By contrast the hospitality industry
is concerned with leisure in a more
general sense. As a result, it covers
accommodation, restaurants, bars, cafés,
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night-life and a number of travel and
tourism services.
Hotels, airlines, tourism marketing
organisations and hospitality investors
have been desperate to understand how
potential travellers are feeling about
upcoming travel and hospitality needs
after the last eighteen months of the
pandemic.
Keeping pace with the hospitality
industry as a whole is a great way to
ensure a business delivers the kind of
customer experience people want and
expect. However, the needs and priorities
of customers have also changed due to
Covid.
The guest experience and serving the
best possible version of that has always
been the hotel, restaurant and food

services industry’s central mission. As
much as the technology changes radically,
the primary elements of a great guest
experience remain the same.
Hospitality technology has advanced in
leaps and bounds during recent years. As
the year draws to a close, the technology
companies that provide solutions for the
hospitality industry are releasing new
innovations to address pressing concerns,
such as the need for contactless solutions
and more.
The hospitality industry is more
competitive than ever before. There are
more properties today than there were
even just a few years ago and thanks to
things like travel restrictions, those hotels
are competing for the same customers. To
stand out, the hospitality industry must

find new ways to reach their audience.
The restaurant industry as a whole has
begun to include more vegan options
on their menus for customers, while the
number of vegan restaurants around the
world increases almost daily. The new
vegan culinary trend and different ways
of eating is definitely something the hotel
and restaurant industry needs to embrace,
and have a plan of action to meet the
demand of vegan diners.
Achieving success in the hospitality
industry means ensuring that all
departments are working effectively.
Hospitality industry marketing plays
a crucial role in helping owners to
maximise bookings and revenue. After
all, it is the main way in which those in
the hospitality industry are able to reach

out to potential guests, conveying their
unique selling proposition, brand values
and the reasons why guests would choose
to stay with them.
Public Relations is an essential
element in building credibility for a
brand. Consumers are more than a little
tired today with advertisements and
promotions. That is understandable since
they are bombarded by advertisements
constantly.
Hospitality public relations activities
help a business to stand out for the right
reasons, in the process credibility is built,
and also changes the way people perceive
a business. Of course, public relations
activities do help enhance a business
online presence and those benefits are
certainly not inconsequential.

It is about gaining visibility within the
hospitality industry while simultaneously
making a business stand out for all the
right reasons.
Social media platforms are the
hospitality industry’s core global
communication vehicle. They provide the
hospitality industry the chance to build
relationships with potential guests, and
over time, will create brand loyalty for the
business and a unique way of customer
engagement.
Having a consistent social media
presence increases the trust followers and
future guests have in you as a business. dw
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Diamond Bathtub and Lagoon Vessel Sinks by Maison Valentina

Bathroom Projects
Enhanced by
Maison Valentina’s
Luxury Designs
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M

aison Valentina is known for the
luxury designs made through
handcrafted techniques that
easily combine with sophisticated decors
elevating the value of interior design. Caffe
Latte, Boca do Lobo, and Brabbu have
conceived residential projects where the
elegance of Maison Valentina designs has
been essential to make sophistication flow
through the entire house.
In Monaco, Caffe Latte designed a
penthouse where bathrooms enhance
simplicity, minimalism, and functionality,
the values shared by the brand in all its
projects and designs.

The Koi Mirror has an irregular shape
with simple lines, and Lotus Vessel Sink
is inspired by the flower which means
purity. These items combined with the
neutral palette of the bathroom make
the calmness flow through the space
without neglecting its beauty.
To complement the luxury bedroom
of the penthouse there is an astonishing
and complete bathroom, with the
brilliant Diamond Bathtub and the
subtle Crown Mirrors. Whatever the
desired style or size, it is the perfect
combo between contemporaneity and
sophistication.

Koi Mirror and Lotus Vessel Sink by Maison Valentina

Boca do Lobo collaborated with an
interior designer on a multimilliondollar penthouse in Paris that reflects the
owner’s love for collectible design and the
client’s needs to have a functional space
and to be inspired at the same time where
bathrooms could not be left behind.
The Guest Bathroom is a completely
different and inspiring room covered
in black marble and decorated with
statement items. Symphony Freestanding
is a bespoke design that seems just made
to combine with this elegant mirror and
thought to open the space to a glowy
ambiance.

The “Untamed” La Finca Home is the
name given to the project of Brabbu x
Home’Society in Madrid, Spain. This
apartment rises from the idea that “lush”
and “glamorous” must feel written all
over its walls, and Maison Valentina was
essential to carry that statement through
the bathroom designs.
Seen as a room to rest and restore one’s
strength, the Urban Oasis Bathroom is
a place to escape from the problems of
everyday life.
Lined in a subtle green marble that
mixes with the view of nature outside
the window, this bathroom promises to

turn a bad day filled with stress into a
dreamy experience for all the senses. The
Newton Collection by Maison Valentina
was the elected design for this room once
the black Newton spheres contrast with
the serene walls creating an explosion of
romance.
The Newton Washbasin is a sculptural
item born to impress, joining art with
function, and together with the Ring
Mirror and its golden interior makes this
dw
bathroom shine.
www.maisonvalentina.net
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Symphony Freestanding by Maison Valentina | Lumiére Mirror by Boca do Lobo
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Newton Washbasin and Ring Mirror by Maison Valentina
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Century City Hotels The Perfect Balance Of Work And Play For The
Discerning Traveller

C

entury City’s popularity as a
hospitality node has grown
exponentially over the last few
years. With a new string of trendy new
dining spots and hotels located in the
area, there is an infinite array of things-todo and places to see. Superbly located in
the centre of Cape Town, a stones-throw
away from the bustling CBD and on the
shoulder of the pristine Durbanville
winelands, it’s not just the appeal of
location that has so many locals and
tourists buzzing with excitement.
In the centre of the ever-growing,
bustling Century City, sits a hidden gem,
an urban chic hotel ideally suited to the
modern business traveler.
Century City Hotel Urban Square
Built for business and primed for
leisure, the 125-room Urban Square
Hotel, is perfectly appointed to re-energise
executives and entertain holiday-makers,
offering guests the perfect opportunity to
seamlessly connect or seriously disengage.
With work-life balance continuing to
be a must for many young working
professionals, business travelers are
actively seeking more satisfaction from

their professional lives, often extending
business trips to include leisure activities.
Urban Square Hotel has been created
with exactly this in mind. The hotel
offers an inspiring yet functional space,
expertly designed to facilitate everything
from business meetings to a relaxing
timeout. Stylish lounge pockets, modern

dining areas, practical work spaces and
a luxurious veranda make Century City
Hotel Urban Square a destination for any
occasion.
The hotel houses 125 elegantly designed
rooms with unique details of industrial
style décor. The exposed brick walls and
iron pipe clothing rails add a trendy
edge to the rooms. Hotel guests who are
looking to stay productive can make use
of work stations, complete with USB plug
points, both in their hotel rooms and
on the ground floor of the hotel. Guests
also have access to unlimited Wi-Fi and
ample, secure underground parking, with
direct access to the hotel and Century
City Square.
For those looking to wind down after
a hellishly busy working day or week, The
Square Cafe & Wine Bar is just a few steps
away…
The Square Cafe & Wine Bar
The
‘Instagram-ready’
restaurant
overlooks the art pieces and water features
of the Century City Square, offering an
array of delectable meals from the a la carte
menu or fresh from the Harvest Table.
The deli boasts freshly made pastries,
breads and snacks, and proudly South
African homemade preserves. Guests can
also indulge in some of the finest wines on
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offer, with its stunning wine cellar located
in the front of the restaurant, the cellar
provides a plush and intimate setting for
private tastings and events.
With the overwhelming success
and popularity of the Century City

Hotel Urban Square and additional
accommodation needed to service
Century City Conference Centre, Century
City Hotels will soon unveil its new
purpose-built urban chic Bridgewater
Hotel, housing 85 new rooms to assist

with accommodating the needs of the
existing properties.
Century City Bridgewater Hotel
Century City’s new hotel, Century
City Hotel Bridgewater will be located
on the site of the old Ratanga Junction
Amusement Park. Hotel Bridgewater
will offer the best of both worlds: with
rooms overlooking a six-hectare parkland
of landscaped islands and waterways,
just a stroll from Century City’s vibrant
Urban Square and Conference Centre
with a host of activities available on the
door step including stand-up paddling,
kayaking as well as running and cycling
trails. To celebrate the benefits of this
unique location, the new hotel has been
designed to create a zone of tranquility in
the heart of activity.
With innovation at the core of its
offering, Hotel Bridgewater is equipped
with the latest trends in hospitality
technology from frictionless, digital
check-in to high-speed hotel-wide
WiFi and intelligent TVs in all rooms,
conveniently loaded with popular
streaming apps Netflix and YouTube.
The new hotel will be open for business
from 1 February 2022, with booking
already streaming in. Century City Hotel
Bridgewater is running a range of extra
special introductory offers. To book your
dw
stay, visit:
www.cchotels.co.za/hotels/bridgewater/
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Prisma for The Circle, the prestigious structure at the Zurich Airport

P

risma is once again the protagonist
inside the exclusive Hyatt Regency
Zurich Airport, The Circle Hotel of
the prestigious The Circle Swiss complex.
After the spectacular bar counter
custom-made for Iris Bar, Prisma has
created the bar and buffet counters of the
Babel restaurant and the new take-away
concept located at the entrance of the
hotel, Zum Mitnäh.
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Performance and aesthetics are
nowadays a fundamental combination
in the professional catering sector, in
particular with the increasing popularity
of open solutions. These, in addition to
characterising the environment in which
they are located, help define the guests’
experience and improve the service.
Prisma, which has always combined
technical expertise and craftsmanship,

has created every single element designed
for The Circle in a perfect balance of
efficiency and design, ensuring the
correct and optimal execution of the
various activities.
Everything has been conceived to meet
the need to create high-performance
solutions for intensive daily use, without
sacrificing aesthetic appeal.
The bar counter represents the ‘calling
card’ of the Babel restaurant. Located
at the entrance, it is not only intended
for preparing drinks and serving coffee,
but also for welcoming guests. With a
stainless steel core, it has an elegant lightgrey laminate cladding, while the worktop
and service tops are made of stone - a
sophisticated combination that enhances
the aesthetics of the location.
The bar counter is equipped with all
the professional tools needed to meet the
needs of the staff and the desires of the
customers.
The two large buffet counters, also
with a stainless steel structure, have
warm oak cladding and engineered stone
tops. The first is complete with static
refrigerated tops and a system of mobile
superstructures with lighting. The second,
instead, is complete with hot plates to
keep food warm and superstructures with
heating tunnels. Both superstructures,
aesthetically matched to the counter,
are not fixed to the top. Therefore, they
are interchangeable and allow for a

personalisation of the counter space
according to the specific needs or the
menu of the day. The preparation counters
are also made of stainless steel with darkgrey powder-coated fronts.
For Zum Mitnäh, Prisma created the
counter hosting the cash register and the

back counter, both in stainless steel and
with marble tops. The former is entirely
covered in wood, whereas the latter has
black powder-coated fronts. The choice
of materials and colours gives the two
structures a particularly elegant and
welcoming appearance, capable not only
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of enhancing the Zum Mitnäh mood,
but also of transforming the traditional
concept of take away into a ‘five-star
location’.
Technology,
aesthetic
cleanliness
of products, attention to detail and
rationalisation of work spaces are the
elements that have enabled Prisma to
create professional concepts with high
performance and a strong aesthetic
personality.
dw
Photo Credit: Luca Girardini
www.prismaitalia.com
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SX112 enters the ADI
Design Index 2021
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S

anlorenzo’s innovative crossover yacht SX112 has been included in the ADI Design
Index 2021, the publication of the ADI Associazione per il Disegno Industriale
(Association for Industrial Design) that every year selects the best Italian design in
production, chosen by the ADI Permanent Design Observatory.
For the fifth year running, Sanlorenzo has been chosen by a committee of over 100
members including experts, designers, critics, historians and specialised journalists,
who annually select those proposals that stand out for their originality, functional and
typological innovation, for the production processes adopted, for the materials used and
for the design synthesis achieved.
The published projects will be part of the pre-selection for the next ADI Compasso
d’Oro, the prestigious award that for over sixty years has been referring to the public
and specialists the best designers and companies in Italian design, together with those

chosen for the ADI Design Index 2020, in which Sanlorenzo was
included with the SD96 yacht. With interiors by Patricia Urquiola,
an evolution of Sanlorenzo’s historic line of semi-displacement
yachts offer more space and opportunities than yachts of the same
size and impeccable proportions, thanks to the balance achieved
between design and volume.
SX112, the flagship of the crossover line, represents the
consolidation of a process that began with the SX88 and then the
SX76, a challenge that continues and is enriched with new content,
and which aims to propose a new way of experiencing the sea: on
board the barriers are removed and the boat opens up to the outside
world, entering into a relationship with the marine environment.

The focal point of the project is the stern area, which is
undoubtedly the yacht’s iconic area, a choice that gives the project
new suggestions and living perspectives, the brainchild of the
Architect Luca Santella, who also came up with the concept for
the innovative SX crossover line.
A conceptual refinement of the SX88 project, the new model
offers a spacious beach area of about 90 square metres, which can
be extended thanks to the folding terraces, consisting of an indoor
area with a gym area directly connected to the outside through
large sliding glass windows that allow the owner to experience
these spaces in a new way, maximising the connection between
indoor and outdoor.
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A grand platform where large toys can
be accommodated and which enables
direct contact with the sea.
The design of the exterior lines of this
model was entrusted to the creativity of
the Zuccon International Project studio
in the name of Bernardo Zuccon.
The studio working with great efficacy
on the concept of family feeling has
established an image of strong personality
and recognisability of the range. As
for the interiors, Piero Lissoni, Art
Director of Sanlorenzo since 2018, has
been able to best express the potential
of unprecedented spatiality of this
revolutionary family of yachts, “daring”
unexpected solutions such as the
sculptural staircases, the focal point of
the yachts in this range, which generate
an emotional displacement, and the main
deck, which is conceived as an open
space, a single, continuous environment
extending from stern to bow.
Alongside this important recognition,
the selected projects will be presented in
the ADI Design Index 2021 exhibition,
which will be on display until 7 November
at the ADI Design Museum in Milan.
Sanlorenzo
For over 60 years the Sanlorenzo
shipyards have been producing high
quality motor yachts, the result of a
combination of craftsmanship, design and
advanced technologies, made-to-measure
according to the owner’s specific requests.
Founded in 1958 by Gianfranco Cecchi
and Giuliano Pecchia with the opening
of the first shipyard near Florence,
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Sanlorenzo was taken over in 1972 by
Giovanni Jannetti who launched the first
fibre-glass hull boat in 1985 and moved
the headquarters to Ameglia (SP). In
2005, Massimo Perotti - with a wealth of
experience gained in over twenty years of
activity in the sector - took the baton.
Under the direction of Mr. Massimo
Perotti, Chairman of Sanlorenzo, the
shipyard has gone through a period
of extraordinary growth, bringing
consolidated net revenues from new
yachts to a level of 40 million euros in
2004 to 457,7 million euros in 2020.

As one of the main producers
worldwide of yachts and superyachts,
Sanlorenzo has today four production
plants: La Spezia, dedicated to the
production of Superyachts, Ameglia for
the production of medium and large size
yachts, Viareggio, for the production
of fiberglass yachts over 100 feet and
Massa, the centre for the research and
development of new models.
With the acquisition, Sanlorenzo
received a significant impetus for
innovation and over the years has
successfully implemented numerous

completely unprecedented concepts that have profoundly changed the yachting world.
A major milestone in this journey was its opening to the world of design through the
collaboration with renown designers such as Rodolfo Dordoni, Citterio Viel, Piero Lissoni
(Sanlorenzo’s Art Director since 2018), Patricia Urquiola, John Pawson and Christian
Liaigre.
This unique, innovative approach has also led the company, over the years, to bond with
the world of art through the collaborations with major galleries and cultural institutions.
In 2018 Sanlorenzo has entered a global partnership agreement with Art Basel, the leading
art fair for modern and contemporary art for the annual events in Hong Kong, in Basel
and Miami Beach. In 2020, Sanlorenzo also became the Institutional Patron of the Peggy
Guggenheim Collection (the most important museum in Italy for 20th century European
dw
and American art).
www.sanlorenzoyacht.com/uk/yacht/yacht.asp
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The entrance porch

Private room

Shanghai Xu Ji: the Meditation Beyond Hustle Street

The stairs detail

open kitchen, and the seafood area form
three separate “landscapes” along the
path. The ordering area is the biggest
attraction and is a compound functional
body comprised of stairs, a wine storage
area, a bar, and a cashier. It thrives as
the core gathering area, while serving
as the concentrated embodiment of the
behavioural landscape.
The staircase design simulates a
mountain climbing experience, with
a resting platform halfway up. From
the platform, you can take in views of
the lobby area and its “karst cave style”
ambiance. Flowers in the centre change
with the seasons. On the second floor, a
diagonal decorative wall wraps around
the lounge area behind the stove, and
guests can take a short rest as they await
their meals.

Public area

Shanghai, China

N

anjing East Road in Shanghai
has transformed from a muddy,
potholed “garden lane”, to a
“commercial giant”. Over the course of
the century, the block has been occupied
by horse racing, singing and dancing,
trading, and other commercial activities,
while Xu Ji Restaurant, hidden away, seeks
to become a perfect point of commerce
and aesthetics in the homogenised
environment.
Paths
Paths, behaviours, and landscapes are
newly expressed in the continuous theme.
Beginning with a very long porch, the
establishment allows diners to peruse the
garden, linking the space before arriving
at the “landscapes”.
The porch twists and turns, and a glass
wall vaguely reflects the scene of the zero
point area, providing a pause before the
welcoming “spring scenery of the garden”.
As a garden viewing principle, you can
enjoy its variety of sceneries by moving
slowly, step by step. Concealed behind
a few vertical screens, the feast slowly
emerges in the form of food materials on
shelves.

Restaurant lobby

Behaviours
The public area invites patrons to
stop and absorb. The ordering area, the
The entrance porch detail
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On the Terrace

Restaurant lobby

The invisible design of mountains
arouses the resonance of diners and space.
Implicit, obscure, and inexpressible, it
invokes a feeling of déjà vu. To escape
the bondage of “figurative shape”, “life
scene” is added to “landscape”, awakening
memories of history and culture.
Memories
In addition to satisfying the aesthetics
and evaluations of the space, the designer
fits the location, customer group, and
service orientation, while fully considering
the business and entertainment needs
of the owner. A fish scale grain screen is
used to increase privacy and the richness
of space, while yellow lighting, metallic
colours, and lustre finishes provide the
warm atmosphere of the restaurant. The
side banquet hall offers direct exterior

access, returning diners to the main
entrance of the restaurant. A circular
streamline keeps the space active,
providing the completion and fulfillment
of memory.
The crowd forms the memory of space,
and space pieces together the memory of
the city. Xu Ji restaurant offers respite from
the hustle and bustle of the noisy city, and
is a place for a quiet and meditative pause.
The intent was to begin with a quiet path,
allowing guests to leisurely move towards
the restaurant. As guests enjoy their
meals, they can also take the time to enjoy
their leisurely and lively surroundings. dw

Concept view of mountain climbing axis side
Photo credit: Daxiang Design

Technical sheet
•
Project Name: Shanghai Xu Ji
Seafood (Nanjing East Road)
•
Project Area: 1, 200 sq.m.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Completion Date: June 2021
Interior Team: Jianyu Jiang, Yuanjun
Dong, Feng Chen, Yue Yu
FF&E Design: Ting Lou, Qingyun Xia
Materials Design: Yongliang Liu
Location: Shanghai, China
Project
Construction
Section:
Hangzhou Chenda Construction
Project Co., Ltd
Photographer: Chuan He
www.jiangdx.com

Private room
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BIrd’s eye view of the canopy walk
Photo credit: Mr. Rungkit Charoenwat

Forest Pavilion, The Forestias
Samut Prakan, Thailand

T

he Forestias is one of the largest
property development projects
in Thailand. The highlight of the
project is a 48,000 square metre urban
forest at the centre of The Forestias,

Canopy walk
Photo credit: Mr. Rungkit Charoenwat
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connecting all developments within the
site to create healthier and happier living
for all residents. The Forest Pavilion is
located in The Forestias, which currently
functions as the sales gallery, and will be

converted into The Forestias Ecosystem
Learning Center for sharing knowledge
of the forest ecosystem, will be a hub of
leisure time for the residents. it is also an
entrance gateway to the broad forest zone
of The Forestias, providing a prototype of
living with nature.
Our commitment is to support the
happiness and wellness of the users, and to
create an immersive experience of living
with nature, achieved by utilising research
as a design strategy. From those findings,
we decided to dedicate the majority of the
area as a green space that can be seen from
every angle of the Forest Pavilion, and
that demonstrates the potential benefits
of nature. These integrate and encourage
users to access to access nature and to
support human interaction with nature.
The landscape concept is “Symbiosis
with Nature” which embraces three
objectives: planting the future of symbiosis
with nature, immersing the wilderness, and
balancing human activities and the growth
of an urban forest – by transforming the
rigid form of the pavilion into the natural

Nature walk
Photo credit: Mr. Rungkit Charoenwat

freeform of the central forest, maximize
privacy for all users and residents,
providing the authentic experience of
living in the forest, and the happiness of
living with nature.
The Forest Pavilion is intended to be
a testing lab for symbiosis with nature,
so the essences of nature have been
integrated with landscape design at
the Forest Pavilion, where users can

have a unique experience of nature in
an urbanised form. Plus, the delightful
walkway and skywalk are designed to
attract people go outdoors, and to enjoy
the quality of a natural environment with
the tranquil picturesque landscape.
At Forest Pavilion, the scale of the
natural environment has been extended
beyond any typical urban environment.
By creating the Miyawaki Eco Forest, this

dynamic forest-like landscape is a living
paradise, creating biodiversity that will
grow and evolve along with current and
future generations.
International standards of SITES,
WELL, and LEED were implemented.
Residents will enjoy a refreshing living
experience of nature within the urban
fabric, which has integrated sustainable
design with high-quality modern lifestyle.

Nature walk
Photo credit: Mr. Rungkit Charoenwat
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Happiness is a simple yet powerful
manifesto advocated in The Forestias.
It is the ideal living sanctuary that
demonstrates the happiness of dwelling
within the urban forest. A good quality
environment will lead to the good
health and longevity of residents, and
will also create a kind and warm society
for generations of families. Residents
will share mutual benefits harmoniously
with nature, learning to be part of nature
and raising awareness to create a better
and more sustainable world. Hopefully,
this can be a turning point for housing
developments in the country and lead to
a series of high-quality housing projects.

Masterplan of Forest Pavilion
Photo credit: Mr. Weerapol
Singnoi, TK Studio

The Forest Pavilion
Photo credit: Mr. Rungkit Charoenwat

Biodiversity in Forest Pavilion
Photo credit: Dr. Anong Chanamool, Research and Innovation for Sustainability Center (RISC)
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Technical sheet
•
Project name: Forest Pavilion
•
Design year: 2018-2019
•
Year Built: 2019-2020
Lead Landscape Designer:
•
Tawatchai Kobkaikit: Lead Landscape
Designer / Managing Director
Landscape Design Team:
•
Nantawan Sirisup
•
Punyada Klinpaka
•
Passaporn Shompoopun
•
Nottaporn Gatewattanatorn
•
Patcharanat Phokhinthanasiri
•
Nikom Mangiew
•
Sirikun Thirawatthanaset
•
Tummanoon Jaitheing
•
Wasin Somsak
Additional Project Credits:
•
Architect: FOSTER + PARTNERS
•
Local Architect: DT DESIGN
•
Interior Designer: BUG & DT
DESIGN
•
Structural and Civil Engineer: EEC
LINCOLNE SCOTT
•
MEP Engineer: EEC ENGINEERING
NETWORK
•
Lighting Specialist: APLD
•

Hardscape Contractor: CHRISTIANI
& NIELSEN (THAI)

•

Softscape Contractor: CPS

Amphitheatre and event lawn
Photo credit: Mr. Rungkit Charoenwat

Grand entrance and drop off
Photo credit: Mr. Rungkit Charoenwat

Biodiversity in Forest Pavilion
Photo credit: Dr. Anong Chanamool, Research and Innovation for Sustainability Center (RISC)
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Quantity
Surveyor:
AECOM
(THAILAND)
•
Sustainability consultant: ATELIER
TEN LTD.
•
Project location (Street, City,
Country): THE FORESTIAS, Samut
Prakan, Thailand
Photographers:
•
Rungkit Charoenwat
•
Weerapol Singnoi
•
Anong Chanamool
•
Research and Innovation for
dw
Sustainability Center (RISC)

hope comes in 3s

T

•

www.tkstudio.co.th/

Stepped water feature
Photo credit: Mr. Rungkit Charoenwat

he steadily growing appeal of 3,
our contemporary line of outdoor
furniture, has led to the inevitable addition of new ‘threes’.
nan, palindrome byname and design
has a new and almost square addition to its
longer namesake - sporting a 60s revival
softly curved surface. It is purposefully
made for the restaurant market, the
versatile form with two straight ends
allows the tables to join together when the
party grows.
Initiating a string of folding canvas
products to pack up and go is the origami
chair - destined to re-set the camping
bar from Cape Point to the Okavango,
providing truly ergonomic seating for the
nomads of our era .The origami chair is
is our take and remake of a once popular
mid century design of Japanese origin
with strong Scandinavian overtones that,
quite possibly, everyone’s architect from
the 60s will remember.
At home outside in the veld or
courtyard, yet sophisticated enough
to fold and bring indoors to the living
room - the origami chair is lightweight
and extremely robust, truly a versatile
and visually interesting chair, offering an
extraordinary level of comfort.

It is available in three subdued
colours (sand, grey and olive), of robust
polycotton canvas, stitched by a local
master saddle maker. There is a choice
of oiled ash or natural jarrah cylindrical
wooden arms.
3 is a body of original work from the hope
forge, a collection of functional furniture
for contemporary living that utilises and
sustains traditional artisanal skills.

It is a dedication to the magic and
mathematics of the proportions of 3
using the imperial measuring system - all
products strive to embody the Alvar Aalto
credo ‘beauty is the harmony of purpose
and form’
3 is hope, for the future.
dw
www.hopegf.com

Waterplay area at stepped water feature
Photo credit: Mr. Rungkit Charoenwat

Five metre tall waterfall
Photo credit: Mr. Rungkit Charoenwat
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IDIBC Award of Excellence: Janay Koldingnes RID IDIBC; BlueArck, Vancouver BC; Workplace–Total category
Photo credit: Ema Peter Photography

IDIBC Announces 2021 Awards of Excellence Recipients
Vancouver, Canada

I

nterior Designers Institute of British Columbia (IDIBC) has
announced the distinguished recipients of its 2021 Awards of
Excellence. Open to all Registered Interior Designers (RID)
in British Columbia, the Awards honour individuals that have
submitted exceptional interior design projects. This year, of fifty
submissions, the jury selected four recipients of its Awards from
Excellence, ten Awards of Merit, and Interior Designer of the
Year.

“We are very pleased to recognise and showcase some of the
outstanding talent among British Columbia’s Registered Interior
Designers,” says IDIBC President Jennifer Heffel RID, and Principal
at HB Design in Vancouver. “The Awards this year show a lot of
softer elements overall. The textures, curves, and warm colour
palettes create a sense of calm and comfort. Now as we emerge from
our cocoons, we appreciate these quiet, intimate transitional spaces.
We are so proud to honour these designers.”

IDIBC Award of Excellence and Interior Designer of the Year: Jennifer Kurtz RID IDIBC; Members Lounge, Vancouver BC; Food and Beverage category
Photo credit: Ema Peter Photography
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IDIBC Award of Excellence: Andrea McLean RID IDIBC; Common Good, Abbotsford BC; Food and Beverage category
Photo credit: Tina Kulic

Adjudicators were Johnson Chou ARIDO, of Johnson Chou in Toronto; Marc Bherer
APDIQ, of Desjardins Bherer in Montreal; and Valerie Gow ARIDO, Gow Hastings
Architects in Toronto. Awards recipients were honoured at the IDIBC Awards Presentation,
streamed online on Nov 5, 2021.
IDIBC 2021 Awards of Excellence Recipients recognising submissions were deemed to
have an exceptional level of design
Jennifer Kurtz RID IDIBC, KurtzDesign Inc.
Project Members Lounge, Vancouver BC
A site for meeting and relaxing by day that transforms into a vibrant wine bar at night.
This dark and intimate space, a renovation of the historic club’s former Billiards Room, has
chalked up a double honour, receiving an Award of Excellence and Interior Designer of
the Year, which recognises the project designer whose submission is deemed by the jury to
display the most outstanding interior design among all submitted.

IDIBC Award of Excellence: David Nicolay RID IDIBC; RC at CF Richmond Centre, Richmond BC; Multi-Residential and Sales Centres category
Photo credit: Janis Nicolay
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IDIBC Award of Merit: Stephanie Brown RID IDIBC; Makena Road, Makena Hawaii; Residential–Total category
Photo credit: Mariko Reed

IDIBC Award of Merit: Sharon Bortolotto RID IDIBC; Tapestry Victoria Harbour, Victoria BC; Hospitality category
Photo credit: Joshua Lawrence

IDIBC Award of Merit: Jay Brooks RID IDIBC; Private Residence, Vancouver BC; Residential–Partial category
Photo credit: Larry Goldstein

IDIBC Award of Merit: Brenda Chiu RID IDIBC; HI Jasper Hostel, Jasper AB; Hospitality category
Photo credit: Kokemor Studio
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IDIBC Award of Merit: Kenna Manley RID IDIBC and Robin Bailey RID
IDIBC; Kerrisdale Lumber, Vancouver BC; Retail and Kiosks category
Photo credit: Barry Underhill

IDIBC Award of Merit: David Nicolay RID IDIBC; Kiaro Cannabis,
Vancouver BC; Retail and Kiosks category
Photo credit:Janis NicolayPhoto credit: Ema Peter Photography

Janay Koldingnes RID IDIBC, Edit Studios
•
Project BlueArck, Vancouver BC
•
Category Workplace–Total
Andrea McLean RID IDIBC, Andrea McLean Studio Inc.
•
Project Common Good, Abbotsford BC
•
Category Food and Beverage
David Nicolay RID IDIBC, Evoke International Design
•
Project RC at CF Richmond Centre, Richmond BC
dw
•
Category Multi-Residential and Sales Centres
www.idibc.org/

IDIBC Award of Merit: Jay Brooks RID IDIBC; Sidecut, Whistler BC; Food and Beverage category
Photo credit: Larry Goldstein
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IDIBC Award of Merit: David Nicolay RID IDIBC; Little Kitchen Academy, Vancouver
BC; Healthcare and Personal Services category
Photo credit: Janis Nicolay
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The Architecture MasterPrize
2021 Winners Announced!

APARTMENT XVII by studio
razavi architecture
Photo credit: Simone Bossi

Los Angeles, United States

T

he Architecture MasterPrize
(AMP) is thrilled to announce
the winners of the 2021 awards!
The best architectural projects, firms,
products, and photographers of the year
have been revealed.
After a rigorous judging process by
the jury panel of renowned architects,
academics, and industry experts,
the winning architectural projects,
showcasing the best overall design
excellence and creativity, have been
decided and awarded the prestigious
AMP accolade in both the professional
and student categories. The jury was
particularly impressed by the high level
of innovation and creativity of the awardwinning entries and how they showcased
smart design in both form and function
that will inspire the next generations of
architects.
For its sixth edition, the Architecture
MasterPrize received its highest number
of submissions yet. The standard of the

projects was truly exceptional, with
entries from around the world displaying
astounding creative and technical talent.
“We were blown away by the quality
of AMP entries this year. The level of
ingenuity showcased in the projects was
both impressive and inspiring. This year’s
winners have shown exceptional talent and
have set a new benchmark for architectural
design. The AMP jurors were pleased to
see how many of the projects emphasized
sustainability, offering solutions to our
ever-changing world and environmental
challenges, proving that innovative design
goes beyond aesthetics”. AMP Head of
Communications, David Tera.
This year’s AMP awards included
the first edition of the architectural
photography programme, as well as
the yearly programmes celebrating
the greatest architectural and product
designs:
•
Architectural Designs of the Year
•
Firms of the Year

Smart Design Studio by Smart Design Studio
Photo credit: Romello Pereira

Architectural Design of the Year 2021: THE ARC AT GREEN SCHOOL BALI - IBUKU
Photo credit: IBUKU

Taiyuan Fab Cinema by X+Living
Photo credit: Taiyuan FAB Cinema/Shao Feng

•
•

Products of the Year
Architecture Photography of the
Year

The AMP Designs of the Year 2021
winners :
•
Architectural Design of the Year
2021: The Arc at Green School Bali
by IBUKU
•
Interior Design Of The Year 2021:
Musée Atelier Audemars Piguet By
Atelier Brückner

•

Urban Design Of The Year 2021:
Eleftheria Square By Zaha Hadid
Architects

Firms of the Year
•
Architecture Firm of the Year 2021:
Vo Trong Nghia Architects
•
Interior Design Firm of the Year
2021: Norm Architects
•
Landscape Design Firm of the Year
2021: TURF Design Studio

Architecture Photography MasterPrize
winners
•
Exterior Photographer of the Year
2021: Rafael Gamo
•
Interior Photographer of the Year
2021: Félix Michaud
Architectural Product of the Year 2021
Heavy Duty Solar Canopy by Pvilion
In addition to the top winners, the jury
also awarded the “Best of Best” distinction
to projects that received the highest scores
across all categories.
Best of Best winners include
•
Smart Design Studio by William
Smart
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Tom Patterson Theatre By Hariri
Pontarini Architects
Nancy and Rich Kinder Museum
Building, Museum of Fine Arts
Houston by Steven Holl Architects
Amant Art Campus by SO – IL
Future Art Lab of the Vienna
University of Music and Performing
Arts by Pichler & Traupmann
Architekten ZT
Cohen Quad, Exeter College, Oxford
by Alison Brooks Architects
Kö-Bogen 2 by ingenhoven architects
The Bryant by David Chipperfield
Architects
One Vanderbilt by Kohn Pedersen
Fox Associates

Architectural Design Firm of the Year 2021
Vo Trong Nghia Architects
Photo credit: Vo Trong Nghia Architects

Landscape Design Firm of the Year 2021 TURF Design Studio
Photo credit: Ethan Rohloff Photography
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•

Architectural Product of the Year 2021
Heavy Duty Solar Canopy by Pvilion
Photo credit: Pvilion
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BASIC COFFEE by OFFICE AIO
Photo credit: Office AIO

JCD. Office Space by JCD. Interior Design
Photo credit: ingallery

Exterior Photographer of the Year 2021
Rafael Gamo
Photo credit: Rafael Gamo
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Îlot Balmoral by Provencher_Roy
Photo credit: Stéphane Brügger

Amant Art Campus by SO - IL
Photo credit: SO - IL

Interior Photographer of the Year 2021
Félix Michaud
Photo credit: Félix Michaud

NANCY AND RICH KINDER MUSEUM BUILDING, MUSEUM OF FINE
ARTS HOUSTON by Steven Holl Architects
Photo credit: Nancy and Rich Kinder Museum Building, MFAH / Peter Molick
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•
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Aurora
Lodge
by
Stinessen
Arkitektur
Îlot Balmoral by Provencher_Roy
Social Housing Units In Cornellà By
Peris+Toral Arquitectes
NCaved Residence by Mold
architects
Hadaewon Housing by Kim Kiwon
& Kelly Lwu
Apartamento Paulista by Ricardo
Abreu Arquitetos
Canal
House
Apartment
at
Herengracht, Amsterdam by Mokkō
Pastel
Rita
by
APPAREIL
Architecture
Fragrance with Lotus Flowers by
Nakamura Kazunobu Design-Works
Yujidao Park, Sichuan by BLVD
International
Cycling through the Trees by
BuroLandschap

NCaved Residence by Mold architects
Photo credit: Yiorgis Yerolymbos

Winners will enjoy extensive publicity
to showcase their designs to a worldwide
audience throughout the next year, and
their designs will be featured in the AMP
Book of Architecture, distributed globally.

Interior Design of the Year 2021
MUSÉE ATELIER AUDEMARS PIGUET
By ATELIER BRÜCKNER GmbH
Photo credit: ATELIER BRÜCKNER GmbH

Interior Design Firm of the Year 2021
Norm Architects
Photo credit: Norm Architects

All winners will receive the AMP
Winner Certificate and Winner Seal, and
are now featured on the Winners Gallery
on the AMP website. Link to the Winners
dw
Gallery
www.architectureprize.com

Kö-Bogen 2 ingenhoven architects. Photo credit: ingenhoven architects / HGEsch

University of Miami School of Architecture Thomas P. Murphy Design Studio Building by Arquitectonica
Photo credit: Arquitectonica

Urban Design of the Year 2021
ELEFTHERIA SQUARE
Zaha Hadid Architects
Photo credit: Zaha Hadid Architects
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Warming Huts: a
decade + of art and
architecture on ice
Winnipeg, Canada

D

alhousie Architectural Press
has published a ten-year
comprehensive survey of the
international Warming Huts competition,
complete with graphic analysis and
critical writing.
A decade of art and life
Warming Huts: a decade + of art and
architecture on ice provides a colourful
and detailed look at the Warming Huts,
the annual mid-winter installation of art
and architecture on the frozen rivers of
Winnipeg, Canada.
The project has drawn contributors
from around the world since its
inauguration in 2010, when there were

Recycling Words (2015), KANVA
Photo credit: Douglas Little Photography
Cover
Photo credit: Jonathan Watts

just five “huts” – each a collaboration
between an architect and an artist. In
2011, the project was expanded into an
international design competition; three
winning huts are added annually, so that
today more than 30 huts are set up each
year. Their presence has boosted healthy,
active wintertime use of the icy rivers for
pleasure – and well-being.
The book includes every hut ever built.
Besides competition winners, the project
includes the work of invited visual artists
like Patkau Architects, Frank Gehry
Associates, Rojkind Arquitectos, Luca
Roncoroni, and Anish Kapoor. It also
includes huts and ice stages built with
artists from other fields, including Inuk
throat-singer, Tanya Tagaq, film-maker,
Guy Maddin, Norwegian ice musician,
Terje Isungset, and Canadian band,
Royal Canoe. Huts by students from the
Faculty of Architecture at the University
of Manitoba (FAUM) and local high
schools are also included in the book, as
are the guerilla, or “rogue” huts, which
snuck their way into the exhibition over
the years.

Carcass (2010), Sputnik Architecture & Jon Pylypchuk
Photo credit: Kristin Koncan

Jellyfish (2011), Patkau Architects
Photo credit: Patkau Architects
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All of these structures are documented
in the book with large, vivid photographs,
texts, and process images – sketches,
models, and photographs of construction.
In all, there are close to 800 images across
the 140 full-colour pages of this largeformat book. Double-page maps show
where the competition entries and built
huts came from, and provide an analysis
of entries by place of origin and timelines.
Thirty pages of images document the
“taxonomies,” an archive of five hundred
of the competition entries organised
thematically and formally.

Hoverbox (2019), NAICE architecture and design
Photo credit: Lindsay Reid

Cloud of Unintended Consequences (2020), Eleanor Bond and
University of Manitoba students - process image
Photo credit: Eduardo Aquino
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Reflection and recognition
The visual material is introduced
through six chapters of critical writing,
examining the huts from a variety
of viewpoints – from their social
significance, to their rightful place in
Winnipeg’s history, and in the landscape
of international public art. Together with
the many illustrations drawn from current
events and historical research, these texts
discuss the project as a critical body of
work, while celebrating its contribution to
the city and its international standing. The
book foregrounds the poetics and politics
of public space, and highlights the variety
of architectural narratives expressed in
the huts.

Droomboks (2020), Onomiau
Photo credit: Noël Picaper

Hot Hut (2012), Faculty of Architecture at the University of Manitoba
Photo credit: Eduardo Aquino
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Interior Design Firm of the Year 2021
Norm Architects
Photo credit: Norm Architects

Stackhouse (2017), Anish Kapoor - process image
Photo credit: Luca Roncoroni

WHAK (2019), Faculty of Architecture at the University of Manitoba
Photo credit: WHAK team / FAUM

Hybrid Hut (2015), Rojkind Arquitectos
Photo credit: Rojkind Arquitectos

S(hovel) (2020), Modern Office of Design and Architecture
Photo credit: Modern Office of Design and Architecture

Fabrigami (2016), Faculty of Architecture at the University
of Manitoba - process image
Photo credit: Lancelot Coar / FAUM

Hygge House (2013), Plain Projects, URBANINK, Pike Projects
Photo credit: Hygge House team

The publication of Warming Huts
closely follows on the heels of a National
Urban Design Award for Community
Initiatives, won by the creators of the
annual event: Sputnik Architecture Inc.
and The Forks Renewal Corporation:
“A great example of community
collaboration and creativity… The
transformative impact that the Warming
Huts programme has had in converting
Winnipeg’s rivers into an active winter
civic space is impressive – even more so
given its humble volunteer-based roots…
The programme’s scope is ambitious—
giving Winnipeg significant international
exposure.”
As the project enters its second decade,
this book is a timely recognition of how
far it has come - and how far it promises
dw
to go.
www.dal.ca/faculty/architectureplanning/dalhousie-architectural-press/
books/book-list/9780929112749.html
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KOA Apartment
Taipei City, Taiwan
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KOA Apartment
Taipei City, Taiwan

T

his is an atypical home. It is a space that reflects the life of a
unique urban family in its current stage. The entire area of
90m² is completely open, with hidden cabinets and a strip of
deep-recessed windows surrounded on four sides. At the centre, a
3.5-metre countertop is the anchor of the space, serving as a multifunctional table. The recessed windows receive constant northern
light by day, and transition into private sleeping quarters when
closed at night. The sanitary space and its components are a play of
geometrical volume and framed-view composition. The countertop
and furniture, with their abstract appearance, resemble stone slab,
woodblock, and clay. The architects treated them as sculptural pieces
within the space. There is no definite spatial division within the space.
The owners are a young couple with a young child and a newborn.
Their wish was to have a home that is free of the norm, and is defined
by their notion of how they wish to live. This is an excerpt of the brief
they presented to the architects:
“At this stage of our lives, spaces for sleeping, seating, eating, and
sanitary activities can be stripped down to the bare essentials. We
wish to have more space for our children to run freely, as well as to
have a large table that everyone can gather around to spend time
together. If possible, we wish to live in a modern gallery of sorts;
simple, calm, and filled with light, in which the spaces are left to the
dw
imagination as we fill them with life for the years to come.”
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Project Data
•
Project: KOA Apartment
•
Location: Taipei, Taiwan
•
Completion: 2020
•
Design Firm: Marty Chou Architecture
•
Photography: Kyle Yu Photography
www.martychou.com
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Atelier Pierre Thibault - A
Modern Family Home
Lac Brome, Canada
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Atelier Pierre
Thibault - A Modern
Family Home
Lac Brome, Canada

K

astella, the Montreal-based manufacturer and distributor
of premium hardwood furniture, is thrilled to share the Lac
Brome Residence, the company’s first millwork collaboration
with architectural firm Atelier Pierre Thibault.
Situated on the majestic lake in Quebec’s Southern Eastern Townships,
Lac Brome Residence was first inspired by a large, outdoor, covered
terrace where the family could live immersed in nature. The
single-level dwelling, designed with floor to ceiling windows, takes
full advantage of the sweeping lakeside views and surrounding
mountainous landscape.
Kastella’s mandate ranged from integrated millwork to custom
furniture production. The Lac Brome Residence was an inspiring and
demanding project that took over a year to plan and complete. The
design-savvy clients selected walnut with a water-based finish as the
primary interior material. The warm caramel tones of the panelled
walls and integrated case goods added depth and character to the new
construction.
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The highly functional kitchen included two strategically placed 10foot islands that maximised the lakeside views while maintaining the
welcoming nature of the home. The minimalist kitchen, designed with
flat panelled walnut cabinetry, open shelving and black Fenix NTM
countertops is reminiscent of Kastella’s furniture. The seamless flow
of panelled wood walls and built-ins extended past the main living
space and into the powder room, mudroom and sleeping quarters.
The master bedroom closets, as an example, served as the backdrop
for their king-size B107 bed.
In addition to providing custom millwork and collection furniture,
Kastella was tasked with designing an outdoor furniture series
modelled after central pieces in their collection. A custom length
version of the T107 dining table found a home in the covered outdoor
eating area, as did an adaptation of their C110 bench.
“The Lac Brome residence was a great opportunity for the company
to collaborate with Atelier Pierre Thibault, a firm which Kastella has
always held in high regard” says Burhop.
About Kastella
Kastella is a company of people dedicated to design, craftsmanship
and local manufacturing. Founded in 2003 by Jason Burhop, the
Montreal workshop specializes in the production of high-quality,
solid wood furniture and custom architectural millwork. Through the
years, Kastella has built a solid team of local craftspeople dedicated to
dw
creating beautiful, functional and timeless pieces of furniture.
en.kastella.ca
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At the National Museum
of Military Vehicles, Roto
Reimagines the Traditional
Military Museum
Dubois, United States
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At the National Museum
of Military Vehicles,
Roto Reimagines the
Traditional Military
Museum
Dubois, United States
The new 40,000 square-foot Puller Gallery at the recently opened
National Museum of Military Vehicles reimagines the traditional
military museum by immersing visitors in the stories of Vietnam
and Korean War service members through dynamic, interactive
experiences created by leading design-build firm Roto.
Founded by Dan Starks, the former CEO of St. Jude Medical, NMMV
is a $100 million 140,000 square foot museum located in Dubois,
Wyoming. Officially opened on Memorial Day, 2021, it is home to the
world’s largest private collection of U.S. military vehicles, including
475 fully restored military vehicles, artillery pieces, naval vessels, and
aircraft with a focus on the American experience in World War I,
World War II, Korean War, and Vietnam War.
Roto is an interdisciplinary creative design agency that plans, designs,
and builds immersive experiences for museums, brands, attractions,
and architectural placemaking.
Rather than simply showcasing the vehicles’ technical prowess and
size, Roto set out to immerse visitors in the authentic experiences of
the service personnel who fought, and sometimes died, in them.
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“Roto’s goal was to help the museum fulfill its mission of honouring
the service and sacrifice of veterans and their families,” said Allen
Boerger, founding partner and COO of Roto. “To bring this to life,
we put the spotlight on personal stories, real objects, and recreating
authentic environments. The combination of these elements creates
a fresh perspective and a real sense of immediacy. It’s history—but it’s
also right here, right now.”
Named after General Lewis “Chesty” Puller, the most decorated
Marine in U.S. history, the Puller Gallery features fully immersive
sets, media installations, themed lighting, projection mapping, and
lifelike figures and interactives.
To accomplish this, Roto and the NMMV team thrust visitors into
a series of historic scenes that completely immerse the senses. A
winding trail cuts through a perilous nighttime jungle; thousands of
hand-sculpted bamboo shoots combine with an elaborate projectionmapped moonlit environment to create an eerie setting where booby
traps and guerrilla forces emerge from the darkness. Elsewhere, a
U.S. Firebase—dominated by a faithfully restored M109 155mm
Howitzer—sits at the edge of enemy territory, where distant battles and
helicopter operations are depicted on an elaborate animated mural.
The Battle of Chosin Reservoir is depicted as a frozen mountain that
looms above visitors, showcasing a series of cast figures that reflect
the emotion of this defeat.
According to Boerger, Roto’s team approached each historical section
in the Puller Gallery as an experiential ‘scene’.
“Our goal was to provide each visitor an invitation to step into a
historic story, whether walking through a dangerous nighttime
jungle landscape or joining the arduous, windswept winter march of a
convoy approaching the enemy. We want each person to experience a
hint of what veterans did first-hand. And it’s so vital to get it right for
veterans to ensure that their stories are told and displayed accurately.
This means being laser-focused on every prop, every artifact, every
detail, no matter what it takes.”
To gain detailed insights, Roto conducted personal interviews and
read hundreds of historic accounts written by veterans from Wyoming
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and across the country to ensure that all designed experiences were
historically accurate.
While the majority of the over 300 props were sourced directly from
veterans, collectors, and surplus shops – including ‘spike protective’
jungle boots, Psy-Ops air-dropped leaflets, and a 1960s Zenith
television console – Roto replicated a variety of items that could not
be acquired directly. These items included a rare Chinese Communist
grenade, a U.S. military trip flare, an air-deployed motion sensor,
Agent Orange barrels, and over 100 ammunition crates.
“This is not meant to be a passive experience. It’s both exploratory
and cinematic. As visitors enter a new environment, we’ve created
an ‘establishing shot’ that conveys the mood and overall story we’re
telling. From there, folks encounter these powerful stories at their
own pace—zooming in on historic objects, these lovingly-restored
tanks, and details in the personal narratives we tell through the
museum. It’s all based on their own interest and curiosity.”
Of particular importance to the team was connecting veterans
to genuine day-in-the life memories: three lifelike figures take
cover behind an M48A3 Patton tank as they call in an airstrike; a
radio in the vehicle convoy is tuned to the Armed Forces Network
playing Creedence Clearwater Revival; the Chosin Reservoir vehicle
engines sputter and an authentic diesel generator causes the Firebase
structure lights to flicker, and the M113 ACAV Recon vehicle in the
Vietnam jungle makes real the sensation of rough travel within an
un-airconditioned hulking steel shell. The team’s research even led to
ensuring that the Huey helicopter’s machine gun, which jammed up
often, was modified with an authentic peach can from meal rations to
help the ammunition belt feed into the gun more smoothly. dw
Technical sheet
•
Client: National Museum of Military Vehicles
•
Year: May 2021
•
Concept & exhibition design and build: Roto
•
Lighting: Lightswitch Theming: Brilliant Creative Fabrication
•
Figures: LifeFormations
www.roto.com
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

G

eraniums and pelargoniums
belong to the same family, but
are different. Originally from
South Africa, they were taken back
to Holland in the early 1700s and
then spread all over the world. Today
these plants are synonymous with the
Mediterranean sunshine of Greece
and Italy, with plants in terracotta pots
on each stair, in pots on walls, in pots
next to front doors. In cooler climates,
they are in the hanging baskets of
English villages, on the decks of
Dutch houseboats, on the balconies
of Swiss chalets, in fact everywhere.
The difference is slight: geraniums
have flowers with five equal petals in
a round shape, pelargoniums have
smaller flowers with asymmetrical
petals – two on the top (usually
slighter longer), and three below.
Many pelargoniums have scented
leaves, with an array of different
fragrances from almond, apple, lime,
lemon, to peppermint, citronella and
rose. You can brush your fingers

Geraniums, Pelargoniums
along the leaves of the plant as you
walk by, and set off the scent.
Well known are the ‘Regal”
geraniums, with large round blooms
with multiple flowers in many bright
colours. The more you deadhead
the finished flowers, the more you
encourage growth of new ones. It is
easy to propagate plants by breaking
off a small branch creating a ‘heel’ at
the breaking point – put this in a glass
of water for a few days, let it root, and
then plant it in a new pot.
There are many of the smaller
crane’s bill variety of geraniums – so
called because the seed pod looks
like a crane’s bill (geranos = crane).
These are low growing and wide
spreading, enjoy semi shade and
more temperate climates. They are
used in herbaceous borders, and are
also very happy in hanging baskets,
falling over the edges with a profusion
of single smaller flowers in pinks and
blues.

Pelargoniums have their own version
called stork’s bill (pelargos = stork).
Again, the seed pod has a long spike
looking like the stork’s bill. The ivy
leafed pelargoniums are creepers,
growing up screens or hanging over
the edges of window boxes, with their
distinct leaf shapes.
For me, the Pelargonium Luridum
steals the show. This is a wild
grassland plant, with a low round
base of leaves, and a single leafless
stalk growing as high as 50 – 60
centimetres, crowned by a floppy
head of creamy pink flowers. These
flower in the early summer and can be
found up to altitudes of 2000 metres,
from the Eastern Cape to Tanzania.
They are so unexpected, that you
cannot help but stop and marvel at
this singular plant of such a huge
family.
Gill Butler

Light up your life

BRIGHT IDEAS

Anony Releases
New Designs

A

nony
 officially released four new
products at WantedDesign 2021
in New York City on November
14th and 15th, 2021. The four new
products show an evolution of their design
in new directions: the innovative floating
light, Wisp, the playful chandelier, Node,
sculptural stoneware collection, Stone,
and the Trio stool.
Wisp - Suspension Light
Inverting the idea of a suspended
chandelier, Wisp's shade catches light
instead of projecting it. A single cable
runs from light to ceiling, suspending a
captivating shape in mid-air. Touching
the light allows you to tune brightness,
while sliding the shade controls diffusion.
Materials: Steel, Aluminum, Glass

Exclusive Lighting Art

Node - Pendant, Chandelier
The Node Light uses the language of circles to present
a delicate imbalance. A glass sphere traces its perimeter
through a steel cylinder, attached at the source of light: an
LED, the node. The material contrasts of weight and opacity
add to the imbalancing act. Node hangs free as a chandelier,
or can be organized as a table light or wall sconce.
Material: Steel, Aluminum, Glass

dw

www.anony.ca
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MOSSEL BAY – 90 Marsh Street, Corner of Marsh and Wassung Street. Tel: 084 205 7458
www.stadl.co.za / info@stadl.co.za
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E GLOBAL FAVOURITE IN WINDOW DECORATION

PROTECTING YOUR HOME LIKE A REALLY,
REALLY GOOD-LOOKING SECURITY GUARD.
ShutterGuard® Shutters not only lend a sophisticated look to any window or door, they also provide highend security when closed. They’re rustproof, available in custom colours and are backed by a 10-year
warranty. The perfect way to finish off a home stylishly and, importantly, securely. *Ts and Cs apply.
SHUTTERGUARD ® ALUMINIUM SECURITY SHUTTERS

0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
www.taylorblinds.co.za
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